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MAN WITH A GUN

Alone, a young man eats his evening meal, a 
chili-dog and coke, at one of the stand-up tables 
in a small hamburger joint across from Georgia 
Tech, In a few minutes he will try to teach 
subjects and verbs to hapless adults, most of 
them older than he is. He watches as four men 
wearing striped prison clothes file in through 
the front door, a uniformed guard behind them.
Close to his chest the guard holds a shotgun, 
his bend sinister. Each prisoner's ankles are 
lightly chained so that the men can walk, 
clumsily, perhaps even work at mowing grass or 
picking up trash, but could never run. The guard 
pays for chili-dogs and cokes for himself and 
the others, and carries his food to the table 
where the young man stands. The guard's unwavering 
glance causes the young man to avert his eyes.
One of the prisoners also brings his food to 
the table, but the guard says, You don't belong 
up here with us men. You go sit down over there. 
With the shotgun, he motions toward a stack of 
four or five cases of empty soft-drink bottles.
The prisoner says nothing, shuffles over, and 
eases himself down on top of the empties. The 
guard half-smiles at the young man as if they 
are in full agreement.
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SEMI-FORMAL, 1948
A junior-high school party and dance at the 
country club. Most of the thirteen- and 
fourteen-year-olds are inside the mysterious 
building for the first time. Along one side of 
a wide entrance hallway, some bulky objects have 
been loosely covered with thick tarpaulins. The 
heavy canvas seems out of place amid the expensive 
furnishings. The hallway opens into the club-room 
with its shiny wooden floor. Near the bandstand 
is a Wurlitzer with bubbling lights. The young 
people are surprised and pleased that no nickels 
are needed to play the selections on the machine. 
The music is Artie Shaw, Guy Lombardo, "Begin 
the Beguine," "Green Eyes" and others. The girls 
wear formal dresses and corsages bought for them 
by their mothers. A few of the boys sport rented 
tuxedos, but most are in dark suits with sleeves 
that reach almost to their knuckles. The boys 
do not know how or when to ask a girl to dance, 
so a chaperone crosses the floor, takes one of 
the boys by the hand, and leads him onto the 
floor. He doesn't want to but she insists. After 
Jong minutes, other couples join them, swaying 
awkwardly and not in time to the music. Several 
of the girls must dance with boys who are 
embarrassingly short. Two of the boys, fearful 
of dancing, and bored, crawl behind the tarpaulins 
and discover the slot machines rumored to be 
there. They begin to insert nickels into a machine 
and pull the lever. After only two or three tries, 
they hit the jackpot. Hundreds of nickels scatter 
and roll noisily across the dance floor. Most 
of the young males cry out in glee, drop to their 
knees, and scramble to gather up the coins. The 
girls are left standing in mid-dance. They look 
down at the boys, then at one another with 
expressions of chagrin and resigned hopelessness.

THE SALESMAN AND THE COLLEGE BOY
Easter holiday week, 1955. A college student 
wearing a sharkskin wool suit, his only suit, 
has been hitchhiking for two days. He has been 
rained on and the wool is steamy. A car pulls 
up beside him and the driver offers him a ride 
into Memphis. The man is cheerful and talkative. 
He travels for a plywood company and his business 
card is made of paper-thin laminated wood. He 
spells his name the same as the poet. He has 
just had an unbelievable week of sales and he
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can't wait to get back home to his wife and 
family. And to his collie, who smells pretty 
gamy when he's wet. He asks the student if he 
could stand some food. The student says he isn't 
really hungry, but something in his voice is 
askew. The salesman pulls in at a truck stop.
At the counter, he orders three hamburgers and 
two chocolate milkshakes. When the waitress brings 
them, the salesman sets the double platter in 
front of the student. The student says, Thanks, 
but I can't accept this, I can't pay. The salesman 
smiles broadly and says, This is America, so 
I guess even a college boy has a right to be 
rock-bottom stupid if he wants to. But if you 
pass out or maybe even die on me, I'll be late 
getting home. So if you want to ride with me, 
eat those burgers. The second shake is optional. 
I'll drink it, if you decide you don't want it.
The boy eats and drinks, and is pensive.

AFTER SCHOOL,
WALKING HOME

A hot West Texas afternoon, almost summer. Two 
or three children stand near the porch of a white 
frame house. Book-satchels hang before them in 
their hands. There in the open sun a white bulldog 
lies prone, his stubby legs splayed and flat 
against the ground. A short chain is fastened 
to his studded collar at one end and at the other 
to an iron stake. No grass grows in his worn 
circle of dust and sand. His square jaws grasp 
the side of the neck of a large, loose-skinned 
mongrel. This dog has been made to lie with his 
muzzle pressed against the sand. He whimpers 
occasionally but no longer tries to struggle.
Every minute or so, the bulldog seems to relax 
his jaws but instantly reclenches them, gathering 
in more of the folded skin. His indifferent eyes 
are bordered with pink flesh. Blood thickens 
on the mongrel's coat around the bulldog's mouth. 
The mongrel cannot move his head. His eyes close 
and open slowly, looking first at one child, 
then another. His whimpering is the only sound.
No grownups are in sight. Not wanting to, the 
children watch.

—  Jim Linebarger 
Denton TX
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LUMINARIES

"What are those star-shaped things 
stuffed with cheese called?" 
the girl in front of me 
on line at the bakery asked.
"Cheese stars,"
the girl behind the counter answered.
"Oh," the girl in front of me said, 
"give me three of those."

INSTITUTIONAL COOKING
In the kitchen where I work
our language is the language of reflex.
If something is borderline burnt, you say, "They 

like it that way."
If someone asks, "Is this enough?" you say, "Yeah," 

if you don't care; "You better make more," if 
you're the one who needs it ("Whatever's left 
over we can always throw out").

If you accidentally throw out needed leftovers, you say, 
"There was none left."

If you are accused of not cleaning something properly, 
you say, "That was the guy at night."

If you're asked what you plan to serve in the employees' 
cafeteria in place of the main entree which has 
run out, you say, "Fried fish and onion rings.”

If a co-worker comments that something might be
prepared with more effort, since it is, after 
all, going to be served to the patients, you 
say, "Are you eating it?"

If someone asks, "Did you make this?" you first ask,
"Do you like it?" If the answer is, "Yes, it's 
very good," you say, "Yes, I made it." If the 
answer is, "It tastes kinda funny,” you say,
"I had nothing to do with it, it was made yesterday."

If a co-worker asks, "Is that a three-ounce portion?" 
you say, "One size fits all."

If the boss asks, "How did that recipe I gave you 
come out?" you say, "Great" (knowing that he
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will never notice that each recipe he gives you 
always remains in the exact spot on the bulletin 
board where he tacks it up, or that the measuring 
spoons, measuring cups, scales and sifters 
haven't moved once in all the time that he's 
been there).

When the guy from the soap company says, "Use only 
three tablespoons of soap for each pot sink," 
you say, "OK," and when he leaves, pick up the 
barrel container of powdered soap and dump the 
amount that you feel you'll need into the sink.

When the guy from the soap company asks you if you 
understand how to take the chemical analysis 
of the sanitation sink, using the chemical analysis 
kit, and how to record it in the log book, 
you say, "Yeah," and when he leaves, write down 
"15. "

In the kitchen where I work, if the boss asks, "What 
are you smiling about?" you don't say anything; 
you just shake your head and keep on smiling.

BLANK SCREENS
There's this story about a group of aborigines who, 
upon first encountering a television, responded by 
not seeing the figures that moved across its screen. 
Apparently, TV shows were so far outside the aborig
ines realm of experience that their minds wouldn't 
translate them.
God protects the innocent.
Anyway, I believe this story to be true.
I, one time, told a group of girls that there are 
four colors in a man's rainbow: brown, red, yellow, 
and blue (blue and green often go together; black 
and white don't count). Mauve? Plum? Peach? 
Mustard? Rust? Turquoise? Fit them into one of 
the above slots. We don't see them.
Then I told the girls about the way a man does 
laundry. First, "the sniff test." (They looked 
perplexed.) If the sniff test fails, and a man 
is forced to do laundry, he breaks it up into two 
piles: things he has to hang up and things he doesn't 
have to hang up. Two loads and you're done.
14 vacant eyes stared at me.
I've never felt more alone.
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SHADOW SEEDS
The high school teacher spoke excitedly about 
Shakespeare. I listened, interested and encouraged.
"I think it's great," I said to another teacher, 
"that after 30 years this guy is still excited 
about his subject."
"Do you think he's excited about the subject," 
my friend said (who has known him for 20 years),
"or the fact that he has an audience whom he 
knows he can influence?"
I countered with the parable of the field, 
and how if you pull up the weeds, sometimes you 
might also tear up the flowers. "Who can break 
down all of their motives into nice, neat recipe 
lists?" I asked.
But I knew
no matter what I said
that shadow seeds were planted in my brain 
and dark tree clouds would always partially block 
the glow of enthusiasm that shown in that 
30-year-man's eyes.

—  Paul Agostino 
Holbrook NY

30th PERSONA(fication)

soMe women still 
cAn not

undeRstand how, with 
a beauty like hers, she 

couLd be 
so unhappY

wheN such a beauty is all
they've ever dreaMed

abOut, all they've 
ever waNted ... (even 
in theiR dreams they 
can nOt
undErstand such a curse)
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4th PERSONA(fication)

gently settleD, the
dUst upon the large 

glass reflects
the toucH of time,

its pAtterns not in 
thing or Mind —  but 

the gaP between

—  Jack Salaga 
Cleveland OH

RUBBING ELBOWS 
I was five.
my grandfather owned a meat market. 
Little Oscar came to town.
I got a ride on the Wienermobile.
I was twenty-seven
my friend Jack Albert moved to New York, 
he became lovers with Allen Ginsberg.
I went to visit Jack and met Allen.

THE END
he is changing 
the tire too 
slowly, so she
steps out to speed 
him up & the 
jack slips,
breaks, pins
her legs
to the pavement.
"Well, lift it! I read 
if you love someone 
enough you can!"
he tries & he tries 
& he tries & he 
can't.
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CRIME & PUNISHMENT
they kissed 3 times a year
once on the lips at Christmas and
once each on the cheek for birthdays
and sometimes when he'd pass by 
as she leaned over the filing cabinet 
he'd gently pat her fanny
she sort of liked it 
and sort of 
didn't
then one day she read a book 
and then she went to a meeting 
and then to a convention

and then 
he patted 
her fanny
she tried to have him arrested 
but managed only to get him fired 
and destroy his marriage

—  Dan Nielsen 
Racine WI

KAFKA DEBUGS MY LIFE

I've never been able, 
after reading Kafka, 
to take cockroaches 
seriously, seeing them
always as tiny Czech men IF WISHES WERE FELINE
turned upside-down
and forgotten. Having a cat named Godot

does not make me Beckett, 
but it's a start.
If only my words were as 
heavy as my cat.

—  Michelle Rhea 
Dallas TX
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in the deep silence
between us, the felt presence
of a mosquito

in a brass doorknob, 
a tiny hand enlarging 
as mine approaches

their iridescent
wings fluttering, butterflies
stuck in toxic waste

old churches ringing
their bells, old bath water ringing
my bathtub

gleaming
in an about-to-evaporate water drop, 
the sun

an avalanche?
no, a ten-ton mosquito

their purple deepening 
to black, plums soaking up 
the graying twilight

its final splash
about to sink it, a rock
skipping a lake's surface

—  William Woodruff 
Pasadena CA
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MILLY IN DENVER
Every summer my Mom's friend Milly 
spends two months on the edge of Denver 
in a trailer in her Mom's back yard 
Milly's Mom is ninety-three and mean 
She never stopped telling Milly 
what a homely face she has and,
even if she is too tall, she could carry herself right 
and quit being jittery
During a storm last July Milly got nervous 
and her Mom said, "You're so scared of everything, 
the Lord ought to put you out of your misery 
and take you right now."
Meanwhile, my Mom wakes up and cries
because her friend's out of town
and they can't talk on the phone
for a half hour or have lunch at Sizzler
I asked Mom how come Milly doesn't stay here
where she's wanted instead of going back every year
to a hot trailer and a cruel old lady
My Mom looks blank, "Why,"
she says, "it's her Mother."

MILLY'S MOM
Milly’s sisters, Gladys and Thelma,
say it'll be a scandal when their Mom dies
cause she bought a plot in a different
little town twelve miles away just so
she wouldn't get buried
beside her husband She always
hated him, wouldn't let the doctors
give morphine when he was dying since
he deserved to suffer What he did so bad
nobody knows Anyhow, Milly needn't worry
Her Mom is ninety-four and still
drives herself to bingo every Tuesday
where she gets real excited winning boxes
of kleenex while the girls
sit home and fret
what to do about Mama

—  Cherry Jean Vasconcellos 
Pasadena CA
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CLASS
In 1934 the W.P.A. 
had women making 
clothes from burlap bags 
straight from the cowsheds 
and granaries of Big Muddy
Ravonia Guilford made 
herself a stunning suit 
using buttons from her 
brother's old World War One 
army overcoat
But she had class to start 
with
always wore a gold ring 
with a dark reddish stone 
even when she hoed cotton
One neighbor asked her 
what kind of precious stone 
is that anyway
I think it's carnelian, Ravonia said, 
belonged to my Virginia great aunt

PERCY MONETTE
I remember he wore knickers 
when he was a kid 
and had to study cello 
took lessons every week in 
Santa Rosa
and always ate with a lace 
doily under his plate 
so different from the roughneck 
children of lumberjacks
A friend from those early days 
wrote me recently 
poor Percy fell apart after his 
mother died
and the money evaporated
He is working in a sleazy 
bar and cafe 
on the old highway that 
runs through Red Bluff 
they say he hocked his cello

—  Wilma Elizabeth McDaniel 
Hanford CA
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A SUPPLEMENT TO THE ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF WILMA 
ELIZABETH McDANIEL IN WORMWOOD: 118/119 (PP. 90-96)
Friends of WEMcD have made available copies of these 
additional items. The Editor thanks these anonymous 
individuals for their interest. The original numbering 
system in WR: 118/119 has been retained using fractions 
to indicate sequence of publication.
THE BOOKS:
1.5 THE RED COFFEE CAN: Poems and stories of the unique

spirit of a San Joaquin Valley people ... (1974)
Valley Publishers, 1759 Fulton St., Fresno CA: 14.7 
x 22.3 cm., bound (red cloth, gold lettering on 
spine) book with 13.5 x 21.6 cm. page size (d.w. in 
red and black on white coated stock with cover draw
ing; viii + 96 pp., offset black text on matte white 
stockl edition of 1000 copies. $5, o.p.

S ISBN: 0-9135548-19-7. Jacket design by Opal Faye 
McDaniel. Dedication (p.v) "these poems and stories 
are pieces cut/out of the pie that is my life, 
made up of/ingredients that are peculiarly mine...." 
Contains 22 poems and 18 prose poems, generally 
alternating. "Gravy Says a Lot," a key poem appears 
on p. 71. "Summer" (p.91) appears without a title 
(printer error). Inside back wrapper carries a 
photo of the poet and a brief biography. A very 
desirable book for collectors.

3.5 Buttermilk Children (1976) (Stone Woman Press, 853 
North F St., Tulare CA 93274); 14.0 x 21.7 cm., stapl
ed in paper wrappers (matte white stock with black 
Xerox writing and drawings; paged from inside front 
cover to inside back cover but pages not in sequence 
(34 pp.), Xeroxed black holograph text and drawings on 
matte white stock; edition of 6 copies distributed to 
family and friends, o.p.

S' Forty text drawings and two cover drawings by Anna 
(Elizabeth) McDaniel, the poet's mother, with 26 
accompanying commentaries/poems by WEMcD. The pages 
are numbered out of sequence and the book is most 
effective when read in numbered sequence. Drawings 
are dated from 11/30/74 to 6/5/76. The copy in hand 
has a holograph poem "Mother and Daughter" inserted 
(They lived apart/in a/stone world/up on the ridge/ 
Resolved/their own lives/and only/as a last resort/ 
Did they impose/upon/the Almighty).

4.0 Someone Find My Old Doll! (1976). Note that the size 
(14.0 x 21.6 cm.) was inadvertently omitted from the 
bibliography in Wormwood: 118/119.

5.5 With This Cracker Jack Ring (1977) Stone Woman Press 
(853 North F St.), Tulare CA 92374; 18.0 x 21.7 cm.
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hand-stapled (from front) in wrappers (matte white 
stock with black Xeroxed lettering and tracing of a 
hand with the famous ring); unpaged (56 pp.) Xeroxed 
black text on matte white stock printed one side only 
with holograph additions on verso; edition of 25 
copies distributed to family and friends. o.p.

5T All poetry. Dedication "to the many/People who 
have shown/an interest in my magic/Cracker Jack 
ring.” Cover design/lettering by poet. Pages al
ternate between reproduction of poet's holograph 
manuscript (39 poems) and actual holograph poems 
(45 poems) written in pencil or various inks. Page 
of Contents ("Find Pages as best you can") in the 
middle of the book lists only 52 poems. Two differ
ent poems can be found with the title "This is 
Leonard's Alley" (pp. 16, 45).

7.5 BENEATH THE WATER TOWER (1978) (Stone Woman Press, 853 
North F. St. , Tulare CA 93274) ; 14.0 x 21.7 cm. , 
stapled in wrappers (matte olive-green stock with black 
Xeroxed title and front-to-back cover drawing); un
paged (20 pp.) black Xeroxed text (typed) on matte 
white stock; edition of 10 copies distributed to family 
and friends. o.p.

Jf Cover drawing by Art Cuelho, Six prose stories 
and one poem with the last 3 pages blank. All copies 
signed. Dedication: "These are a few human/dramas 
acted out beneath/The Water Tower/of a poet's in
spiration . "

9.5 Shoes Without Laces And other hard-luck Poems (1979) 
Stone Woman Press (853 North F St.), Tulare CA (93274)
14.0 x 21.7 cm., stapled in paper wrappers (matte 
white stock with black Xeroxed writing and drawings 
(blank back cover); paged but pages not in sequence 
(36 pp.), Xeroxed black text (typed) on matte white 
stock; edition of 25 copies distributed to family and 
friends. o.p,

S' Cover art by Nancy Hightower. Contains 58 poems. 
Although pages are numbered out of sequence, the 
book reads very well as assembled. Mint-quality 
poems.

10.0 A Homemade Dress (1979) Stone Woman Press (853 North 
F St.), Tulare CA (92374); 13.8 x 21.7 cm., saddle- 
stitch in wrappers (light tan matte stock with black 
offset printing), (iv) + 24 pp., offset black text 
(typed) on matte white stock; edition of 50 copies.
$3, o.p.

S Cover drawing (woman and sun) by poet's mother 
Anna Elizabeth McD. All poetry (22 poems). At 
least 20 copies given to family and friends.
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12.5 WILMA ELIZABETH MCDANIEL: a special issue of select- 
ed short stories (February 1982) Day tonight/Night 
today, P.0. Box 353, Hull MA 02045; 14.0 x 21.7 cm., 
saddle-stitch in wrappers (yellow-green matte stock 
with black Xeroxed hand lettering; 76 pp., Xeroxed 
black text (typed) on matte white stock; edition un
specified (500 copies), $2.50, o.p.; second edition 
produced (so stated), edition unspecified (500? cop
ies) , light blue cover stock, 1982? $2.50, o.p.

JF ISSN: 0275-3073. Special issue (#7) of the maga
zine Day Tonight/Night Today edited by Savoy Rose 
Jade and devoted to women's writings. Contains 31 
short stories with titles handwritten (not by poet) 
concluding with a statement about WEMcD by the 
editor.

21.0 THE MANAGER OF SUNDOWN MOTEL (1991) (Stone Woman
Press, 2220 Mayfair Dr., Hanford CA 93230); 13.8 x 
21.7 cm., sheets loosely inserted in wrappers 
(matte white stock with black Xerox printing of 
rubber-type lettering); (i) + 17 pp., black Xerox of
holograph text on matte white stock; edition of 10 
copies distributed to friends and family. o.p.

y Sheets glued together accordion style. All 
poetry (18 poems) reproduced from author's manu
scripts. All copies signed.

22.0 A River They Call Merced (1991) Stone Woman Press, 
P.0. Box 1013, Hanford CA 93232; 21/7 x 28.0 cm. 
stapled in wrappers (Xeroxed statement "The truth" 
on front cover); unpaged (50 pp.), Xeroxed text of 
poet's holograph manuscripts printed one side only 
on white matte stock; edition of 25 copies distrib
uted to friends and family. o.p.

y  Printed for WEMcD by Robert Peters. All copies 
signed. Twenty-four poems reproduced from the 
manuscripts. The book itself has not been inspect
ed, but the photo-ready copy of the book has been 
in hand as prepared for reproduction.

SPECIAL ITEMS:
5̂: National Geographic (Vol. 166, no. 3; September 1984) 

carries an article by William Howarth with photos by 
Chris Johns: "The Okies: Beyond the Dust Bowl" (pp. 
322-349). On pp. 344-345 WEMcD is dicussed and an ex
cellent color portrait photo is printed. "Gravy" is 
quoted, in part.

NOTE: The Editor believes that all items have been docu
mented adequately except for Letter To Cleotis (1974),
which has still not been brought to hand for description.

—  Marvin Malone
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LATE IN THE NIGHT
October night, late 
in the month. georgette 
peeling apples, Japanese 

ones. an apple pie in 
the works. from where 
i'm sitting in the spare 

room going through books 
i can hear the movements 

of the knife slicing against 
a cuttingboard. the books 

are paperbacks in a cardboard 
box, ones left here by other 

people and who have never 
asked for them back. the 
apples we picked up in

town earlier. huge ones 
too. on the way 

back we were speculating 
on whether the four 

of them would be 
enough. then in 

the kitchen she 
discovered that there were 
only three, so i had to 

go out to the car 
to see if one had 

rolled out of the bag. 
turned out 

one had.
while i was out there 

i was struck by 
the crispness of 

the night, the 
clearness of 
the sky, the 

stars, the number 
of them, all crowded 
over the tops of 
trees, looking

as though they were 
connected to 
the branches

like small white 
Christmas lights, 
it was awhile 

before i 
went in 
again.
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DAMP AFTER EVENING,
and on the tube voice 

says some cold front 
coming in in a big way. 

not that i care any 
that much, considering 

i've been too sick to go
out anyway, with this 

strep throat the doc told me 
is mine. so here 

i am on this couch here,
sipping my tea and watching 

old movie after old movie, 
with my string of tiny white 

lights lit, this string 
which i take with me wherever i go. 

yes, i suppose that does
make me sound like some kind 
of an idiot, as though 

that's all i do in life, 
travel around with a string of 

tiny white lights as my 
sole companion, 

ah, and if only that were the 
truth, yes. i could 

write a book about the adventures 
my lights and i encountered 

along the way.
wouldn't that be sweet, 

so uncomplicated, 
so without responsibility.

ah, the life of a scamp, 
it's such a basic desire it 
almost feels embarrassing 

putting it down here, 
maybe it is something that 

should only be blurted out 
over a glass of wine, and then 
amongst old friends who have 

similar desires, 
old friends who don't 
want to go to work 

mornings.

on the train traveling alongside the river 
the reflection in the window of a stranger's 

ear
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sparrows chattering 
fighting over the little

space on the windowledge

late autumn spider webs 
catch only small leaves

DAWN WINE
it is the rain of april 
stretching over into may, 
bringing the same greyness and 

the same chill at night, 
it is the perfect sound though, 

this rain, to fall asleep to,
softening thoughts into dreams 
the way it does. already, 

because of the mild winter, 
spring seems so long, and 
for some reason its 

leisurely pace makes me want to 
sleep long hours, 

especially on cool mornings 
when the bed seems like 

luxurious silk and 
my body feels thoroughly 

drugged, perhaps for 
the last time, 

and to get up around six 
in the morning when the birds 

are at full tilt, and to 
go into the kitchen in 

bare feet on cold tiles 
to get a glassful of deep 
red wine, and to drink it 
from a tall water glass 

and then to slip back 
into bed when the wine 

is quickly gone —  ah, this
is one of the great pleasures 

in life that can be 
frequently repeated.

and even though sleep 
is only a brief moment away, 

after putting your head down 
again on that pillow, 

still, that moment 
is worth millions.
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ON THE EDGE
for nights the fan 
has to be put directly 
blowing on the bed or else 

sleep is impossible, 
but tonight, even with 
the fan doing its wonderful thing, 

i cannot fall asleep for the life 
of me. so i get up and get some wine 
out of the fridge and i take a glass 

and go into the spare bedroom 
where i sit sipping in the dark 
in front of the typewriter, 

some of the keys pick up 
the reflection of the street light, 

as of late, i'm forced to admit, i 
haven't really typed anything 
off the top of my head, 
whatever i've typed has been

written out in my notebook first, 
in order to rampage, type freely, 

spontaneously, i suppose i have to 
feel as though i'm living 

on the edge. 
there has to be the 

sharp danger of the edge 
staring me in the face, 
i have to feel it cutting

my tongue like a sharp piece 
of paper. no
such condition exists now though, 

not that i'm too 
concerned over this, 
the edge has a way of 

continuously presenting itself, 
especially when you least 
expect it. there's 

no reason to go 
searching for it. 
it appears innocently at first, 

like an ant in a salad bowl, 
and then before you know it 
there's nothing you can afford 

to eat 
for dinner 

except ants.

—  Ronald Baatz 

Mt. Tremper NY
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STAR DOG

last night we drove to the liquor 
store in slim's truck
he's in the hospital nursing 
a bad lifestyle —  laid on his 
floor for five days, telling 
his buddy david not to worry, 
he'd be ok
so now david is living there —  
he plays with slim's truck keys 
and drinks listerine on the 
front porch
me and donna convince him to 
go to the liquor store with us 
in slim's truck
its not too hard, he's been 
drinking listerine for quite 
some time now
i drive (tight) 
david tells me to 
go slow, it's 
an old truck
he balances a bottle of 
listerine and a fruit jar 
full of water on the 
glove box door
we make it to the 
liquor store and 
back; donna with 
arms crossed
angry with david for being 
stupid from too much bad 
medicine, unable to 
understand us damn kids
we go inside while david 
sits in the truck, and 
when i go home later 
david is still in the 
truck, drinking his 
listerine and water.
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I USED TO DRINK MAD DOG TWENTYTWENTY
i'd take pictures of black people and sell them 
to art journals in new york and California;
they would pay me two hundred dollars for each 
photo —  telling me to get shots of them sitting 
on broken-down cars, drinking budweiser and 
smoking cigarettes:
i'd ask them if i could take some photos and 
they would crowd around, offering me beer and 
potato chips, thinking i'd make them 
famous
china was never like this; thunderbird in the 
park; chocolate peonies in my veins
this and crack are worlds apart —  mad dog's 
disciples don't suffer from anything more 
permanent than blood-shot eyes and bad breath;
lost cars and misplaced women —  you know
walk with me down this street; don't look 
too close —  don't shove back, it's six-thirty 
in new Orleans and a large colored woman 
hollers at us about white folks cum —
new Orleans when it's wet, the churches all 
look like cathedrals, stained glass with mold 
growing in the corners and several of the 
apostles crying; i
used to drink mad dog twentytwenty, now 
i just drink

DANNY
so i got this job; calling up 
people for donations to the 
disabled american veterans
i called a hotel in new Orleans 
today; got a vet told me his name 
was danny and that he was getting 
drunk on his disability check and 
that o yeah he lost his legs for 
me in Vietnam
there were a lot of other vets there; 
making noise in the background,
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danny said that they were all 
getting drunk on their 
disability checks
i tried to imagine the scene; 
one guy without an arm, this 
guy with only one eye, danny 
with no legs
i was thinking, i'm talking to 
a man who has no legs, how 
the hell can i hit up a man 
who has no legs?
i don't even remember Vietnam; 
i'm not sure what we were 
fighting for
danny doesn't either —  he was 
only doing what he was told 
he was just a kid
and now he just wants to get drunk 
and forget; glad that his government 
would pay for it
i wrote his number down before i 
got off the phone, thinking that 
i might call him up some night 
when i was good and drunk
before i hung up danny said 
that they'd drink a few for me
cheers, danny —  cheers.

WASHINGTON STORY
Washington isn't a street here but 
i feel that it 
should be
walking south on speedway 
(which is) 
and being 
(continuously) 
caught up in the 
aliveness of it all
with the tattoo parlor and the 
girlie places and the 
large cars; all with
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holes in the upholstery —  
they all stare at me with 
my hair growing long
in the breeze as i 
walk down speedway 
in the sun shine

BUTTER-SCOTCH
yesterday i sat in front of the 
television watching bad movies; 
sucking on butter-scotch candies 
that my love left for me;
last night i thought of her at work; 
ice on the roads; i drank too 
much and worried about this human 
that i have taken to love.
when she got home i held her 
close, everything was okay we 
shut the door and put out the 
light; made love and held each 
other silently —  this is what 
should be; what we all need and
the taste of butter-scotch was 
only a faint memory.

LAST NIGHT
at the grocery store i watched 
a woman pick up one 
grapefruit after 
another;
squeezing each one; 
nodding to herself; 
putting it back and 
picking up another
she had a plant; four 
green bananas and a 
bottle of salad 
dressing in her 
cart
when i wheeled into the 
checkout line (sans grapefruit)
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she was several people 
in front of me; putting 
her items on the 
checkout counter:
a plant;
four green bananas; 
a bottle of salad dressing 
and two well squeezed grapefruits 
that i assumed had passed the test.
there are many things that 
i do not understand.
this is just one of them.

LARRY
there for a while i was working for 
a fifty-year-old alcoholic; 
selling books and records at 
a place called the mad hatter.
larry had this old volvo and 
when he'd get a bit drunk he'd 
want to go driving around town.
he was always saying:
this is a REAL CAR!
this isn't no piece of SHIT!
this car can stop on a DIME!
and he'd whip it up to 
fifty or so and slam 
on the brakes
SEE? this car has BRAKES! 
it stops like a car OUGHT TO!
well, one day he whipped it 
on up and when he slammed on 
the brake nothing happened.
when we finally stopped i 
said; ok, that's it, let 
me out, i'm walking.
larry looked at me and said, 
john, don't worry, i know what's 
wrong and i can fix it.
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several days later larry had 
this part and we were parked 
in front of the store with the 
hood propped up, drinking beer 
and doing car things
after four or five beers larry 
said it was fixed and that it 
was time for a test run.
we drove (slow) down back streets 
to the high school and he whipped 
it on up and slammed on the brakes.
SEE! SEE! I told you i could fix it!
and this is just to say, larry, 
wherever you are, i hope that 
time has been kind to you and 
that your old volvo still stops 
on a dime.

OUR CAT
sits in the window; fat 
gut pressed up against 
the screen; talking 
shit to any cats 
that come up on 
his porch
he thinks he's a tough guy
the other morning my wife 
saw a little white cat 
chase our tough guy 
through the house;
back into the study, 
tail big, feet 
sliding on the 
hard wood
he still sits on the window 
sill; talking his same line 
of shit but i don't think 
so many of the other cats 
are buying it now.

—  tom caufield
Conway AR



Embroidered 
Or Perchance Tattooed

Embroidered, or perchance tattooed

By a shadow of acacia leaves —  soft 
as the light is. Can your nakedness
Be presumed as unadroit? Why did you 
dab your armpits with such

a persuasive perfume?

Judson Crews
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Goofing out, turning away —  is that

The intent? As if your ass was not 
the most pristine that God ever put
Upon any creature. You didn't know 
did you, my gaze would never waiver
As you subsided sharper and more 
sharply, forever, into

a de Chirico perspective

The strength of any inconsequential thing

You'd like to mention —  I'll come back 
at you that my weaknesses are broken-
Assed and pusillanimous, drained dry 
of concupiscence. Take the Minotaur
For instance —  the maidens he ate up 
were of questionable age and expertise
If they had just had the sense that 
Scheherazade had —  a strategy say
Like Penelope had. Why don't they just 
recognize their quim is not all that
Singular? It's like say trying to bring 
Persephone's routine to a stop
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Emily Dickinson's quaint, stark rhymes

Falling on the button —  was her glucose 
sagging, that sprung eye-ball?
Suppose she had daubed pigments 
everywhere —  would death have seemed

worth dying

When eminent domain decreed "plowing

Up" an eighteen-hundred's cemetery 
in a Southwest "ghost town" —  how
Could it surprise the anthropologists 
(much less anyone)

Four in five
of adult males had been shot
Or hanged. Three in five of adult 
females were dead before thirty —
Most likely from childbirth. Two in 
five of infants were dead before three
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Not letting a feeling bud out spontaneously

Like a gonad perchance extruding 
from my armpit. Suppose I chanced
To take my shirt off —  not wanting 
to mortify even the most tender
Sensibilities. If I can keep my mouth 
shut —  perhaps you could close

your blouse for a moment, for a change

Laughing my ass off —  would that con

vince anybody? I mean convince them 
that I am just as human as they?
They, they, they —  what have I got to do 
with "they"? They who think my rage
Of carbuncles is only a metaphor —  Job 
and all of that. My skin is unblemished
My carbuncles are carbuncles of the mind 
—  thoughts of a woman I cannot have
How I would like to burn their asses —  
accepting their wanton challenge
To step down from this cross avowing 
the nails are nought —  but I cannot
Their derision hot piss, salt brine 

in my ragged wounds
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Tedium. How interesting other people's

Lives have been —  Plath sticking her head 
in an oven, turning the gas on. Is this
What I liked about her? Plath biting 
Ted Hughes on the cheek the first time.
He kissed her neck the first time he met 
her —  blood streaming down. What has
My life been, if not my imagination?
And my imagination has been of the most
Timid sort. When was my mind not 
filled with naked girls —  I cannot re-
Member. What pristine Victorian statuettes 
they were —  air-brushed you might say
How many, many years before I could 
ever imagine a naked girl or woman
With a cunt between her legs —  "imaginary 
gardens with real toads in them" seems
An apt phrase. A cunt a toad —  is this 
what I am saying? Perchance. But
Not toads pissing, crapping, making warts —  
toads alive, pulsing, leaping, leaping
So I got the hots for Plath —  is this what 
I am saying? I doubt it —

this is not the point

Tammy Hacker chews tobacco. She
Doesn't fuck and she doesn't come. 
But if she likes you a lot, she
Will spit on your cock and

rub it around with her thumb
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If the lady likes black leather, yet

Loves her own skin —  who am I to 
gainsay her studded collar, her
Biceps-hugging gloves, her stiletto 
heels. Sometimes I rhyme such words
As saber and slobber. Sometimes 
I will use fuck as an expletive

sometimes as a verb

If you would be naked in the "cross-hairs"

Of my camera, and I should fire —  would it 
make either of us immortal? Some
Would only know your beauty is deeper 
than your clothes. Some would only
Envy me that I had seen your 
pubic hair.

Believe me, I would like 
to believe there is more to it than this
Would imply. To you it is the ulti
mate proof of pride —  that there is no-
Thing you deem to need to hide.
To me it is hubris that I give
Some suggestion of your beauty 
to those who were not there
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Do I have passion left only for

My own sweet ass soured with ex
istence? Was my fire burned out
With a passion for all "righteous" souls 
upon the earth's infinite, battered
Face? Was it my heart's set to succor 
only those righteous ones? I know
My quick was soon in pain as well
for the "blessed" damned —  myself surely
Among them. How paralyzing the pathos 
I was soon to learn —  I was helpless
To help even those three or four 
Closest most needful and most dear

Is it being caught up again in all

Of the old doubts and misgivings?
Is it instead being indescribably
Ignorant and virginal again? She 
is beautiful and gentle —  there is no
Hardness nor evasiveness in her. How 
can it be frightening that she pre
pared to dispense with her garments? 
How can you imagine it is only

a matter of lights 
and of mirrors
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That great, gross statue of a woman

Eight feet tall —  with a majestic ass. 
Yet every orifice blind as her eyes
Only Rodin it seems was willing 
to sculpt a natural cunt, rough
As the healed wound on a giant tree 

marked for survival

If that body of yours were more slender

Or more angular —  what makes you imagine 
this would matter? There are remedies
For a dry cunt —  if that should be con
sidered a problem. My left rib-cage is
Awesomely unsightly. I have a clay pot 
of artificial petunias. It will not
Hold water. If they were alive they would 
die of thirst. If they were alive
They would surely die —  regardless of 
however much water that flawed pot

could ever, ever hold
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The late Paul Zweig has been credited —  or

Discredited —  with an insistance that 
"We are first defined not by what
We remember, but by what we forget." 
Doubtlessly this is so. But who will
Ever know? —  last our self-same self. 
Coldly now the instances come un-
Bidden crowding in. What I have 
done to others —  what others have done
To me: all forgotten —

don'tcha know

Would it have pleased either of us

For you to have stepped more surely 
out of your several garments? Lady
Macbeth presumably was swathed 
from ear to ankle. If she was
Wearing the rag, that did not get 
mentioned. I would be inclined
To think she was showing several 
signs of menopause. How loosely
Her ravelled ropes of hair writhed 
about her head. The feigned blood
In the palm of her hand was immat
erial . The king was dead

ere the slayer struck his blow
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If I revive what was defunct

Who would credit me with a miracle 
like calling up Lazarus? The palace
Of your loins is no sacrosanct tomb.
If a thousand soldiers billeted there,
It is not as if that beautiful aqueduct 
was wasted to quaking ruin. If there
Are lions to be fed, blessed are the few 

with everlasting meat

As if
The blood-lit

water
is not 
Enough

the blood-lit
sky
The blood-lit

moon
is there

—  Judson Crews 
Albuquerque NM
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CITY BUS
I sat down beside him and he smiled at me.
Then, involuntarily nodding his head, he looked 
the other way. When his head rolled back around 
he asked me, "Do you like coffee?" I told him, 
"Yeh, sure I do." Then he said,
"I like cream in my coffee. Do you?"
"Cream? Yeah, cream is good," I told him.
This conversation progressed along endless 
variations of this central theme. I saw him 
off and on for months. We just happened to 
catch the same bus most days. Sometimes he 
would be surrounded by these younger guys.
They loved asking him questions. They'd do 
the usual coffee and cream routine.
Eventually, they'd zero in with, "How about pussy? 
Do you like pussy?" "Oh you guys," he'd drawl 
like a little kid being teased. Grinning 
and looking down, his chin lolling on his chest, 
and his paper lunch sack bunched up 
in his hands between his knees.

SIMPLE BEAUTY
Standing in line at Donut Days before work.
A black jag pulls up outside and a woman 
in a fur coat jumps out and comes in.
"I'm sorry to break line but I'm double- 
parked and in a horrible hurry and I just 
cannot wait. I need six cups of coffee 
and a dozen glazed donuts." We all look 
at her. We all look at one another.
None of us say anything. Outside
the black jag sits in the rain, all gleam
and gloss and another nitwit inside.
When the clerk rings her up she throws 
a wad of bills across the counter at him.
On her way out, pausing at the door, 
she addresses the construction worker 
standing there in his soaking wet army jacket. 
"Would you mind getting the door? My hands 
are full." To his dull glare of indifference 
she screams, "Is that too much to ask?!!"
He takes one hand out of its wet pocket 
and places it on top of her tray, 
forcing all six cups of coffee and the 
dozen donuts through her grasp and 
onto the floor. Then he opens the door.
She exits to hoots and howls, and just 
a smattering of applause.

Daryl Rogers 
Lexington KY



NOTES FROM THE ANTI-INTELLECTUAL REVOLUTION
notice more & more these days
whenever someone says
'you can learn a lot from so & so'
they're referring to an ill
or handicapped
person

THE PATRIOT
say to my neighbor hey, 
see you got 
your flag out
the country's in trouble 
she says

OUR PARENTS DIDN'T QUITE GET IT
we weren't 'attacking each other 
with sticks' & 'throwing rocks' 
they were supposed to be 
guns & handgrenades

& VICE VERSA
suspicious cop 
apprehending 
suspicious person

MAKES ME EVEN MORE JEALOUS 
OF MY TIME
seeing in media what
'90s will be (gigantic pre-emption
due to the game)

N.Y.C. EARTHQUAKE (1985)
1,000,000 people said 
same thing I thought 
it was a truck —  a big one

UNEDUCATED WORKING CLASS
shakes its head & walks 
away from closed 
auto plant
doesn't know what hit it 
or what to do
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ACTED LIKE CURLY
the bald stooge, you remember, 
during duck & cover 
atomic bomb drill 
at school
made those 'woo-woo-woo' sounds 
diving under desk then 
on all fours like a dog 
that 'ruff ruff!' sound 
my friends laughed because 
we were scared but teacher 
was very very angry 
(she had fabulous legs 
but limited understanding 
of things like this 
not to mention mark h.'s 
drawings of big tits 
or strange albert b.'s 
crank note-passing 
to hilarious maryanne) 

sent me to the scary radiation- 
symbol-looking principal 
who with skull-like make-up 
called my mother —  
from that time on 
no stooges for me 
(also mad as moe 
dad slapped me around)

NOW, YOU CAN GET S. VODKA
in 200, 375, 500,
750 mL, 1L & 1.75L 
bottles
'just gimme 
the fuckin vodka'

THE ANTICHRISTMOBILE
brand new black
toyota with vanity plates
'vic - 666'
& skull hanging 
from rearview mirror 
& red-devil decals 
on back side 
windows smashed up 
on the corner in 
crumbs of
glass w/dept of sanitation 
sticker
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SEARCHING FOR INSIGHTS INTO 
SADO-MASOCHISTIC SEX
call up emergency sado hotline
here in the city
voice says
'you're an idiot'
just like mom
so I hung up

—  Cory Monaco 
Bronx NY

—  Guy R. Cochrane 
Mountain View CA

THE FAMILY MAN
on monday and Wednesday evenings 
i teach a seminar that does not 
get out until 9:00.
on tuesday i had to stay in the office 
making the deadline on a magazine article.
on Wednesday after class i went to the 
forty-niner tavern where i drank 
with friends until closing.
on thursday i gave a reading at a punk-rock 
club in hollywood after which i drank with 
friends until closing.
on friday night i had a different reading
at a new art gallery in long beach
after which i drank with friends until closing.
on Saturday night i drove forty-five miles 
each way to take my teenage son by a previous
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A PASS
Now or 
never 
now is 
never.

POSSESSIVE
Has numerous holdings, 
knows the best 
property lines.

YOUR STATIC
Nothing left 
to cling to.



marriage to a movie. on the way back up 
the highway i stopped for a few drinks, 
i closed the place.
Sunday i spent enjoying my younger kids 
until my wife and i got into a fight, 
she went to bed and i went out to a local bar 
where i ran into two young guys from the 
next-door apartment. "how's it goin'?" i 
asked, and the friendlier kid replied,
"hey, did your old lady let you out of 
the house without her?"
i bought a round
and ignored the question.

LIFE IS A TRADE-OFF
a friend of mine, a fine student of literature
who is now well on his way to becoming a rock star,
had just been jilted by a girlfriend
of four year's duration.
whatever the rest of us may think,
rock stars get just as depressed
when dumped as we do.
so it seemed to be doing him good
getting drunk with a bunch of us old friends
after the poetry reading.
about one o'clock though, he said,
"the sonofabitch she left me for 
used to call me the day of a concert 
for front-row tickets and i used to go 
to a helluva lot of trouble to get 
them for him. and what's worse is 
my ex-girlfriend has the gall to tell 
me the asshole feels the worst of any 
of us about his stealing her from me. 
yeah, sure, i bet he feels just awful 
when he's humping away on top of her."
i comforted him with,
"he probably doesn't even enjoy it. 
he probably can't stop thinking,
there go my front-row seats!"

IN ANSWER TO MORE THAN ONE INQUIRY 
no, my wife doesn't read my poems.
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DO YOU REMEMBER THE SCENE IN THE GODFATHER WHERE JAMES
CAAN SAYS, "NOW MAKE SURE THAT THE GUN GETS STASHED 
IN THE REST ROOM —  I DON'T WANT MY KID BROTHER 
WALKING OUT OF THERE WITH NOTHING BUT HIS DICK IN 
HIS HAND"?

because i knew i would be walking her 
through some of the meaner night streets 
of downtown l.a., i reached in my glove compartment 
and slipped a fold-back knife in my pocket, 
and we did run the gamut of some fairly unsavory 
concentrations of humanity, but as each potentially 
tense encounter approached, i patted my pocket 
and felt a little less naked.
safely back in the car 
i extracted the weapon from my pocket 
and found us both gazing at 
a b-flat harmonica accidentally filched, 
years ago, from one of fred voss's 
dodecaphonic parties.

I CAUGHT MYSELF ABOUT TEN HOURS TOO LATE
i was bitching at my students
over the decline of skills and knowledge
in the last two decades
and the parallel decline in public support 
of education, and, desiring to bolster my argument 
with statistics, i fairly shouted,
"do you realize
that in percent of income spent on education 
California now ranks 
51st of the 52 states?!"

THE EVERLASTING "RIGHT ON!"
at the gala poetry reading 
a guy reads a poem
about the feminine aspects of his personality, 
and afterwards the emcee comes on stage 
and says, "it was very courageous of you 
to read that poem."
which is absolute bullshit.
ninety percent of the people in attendance
are women and gays.
if someone read a poem
in defense of the deployment
of cruise missiles in belgium
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or in praise of ronald reagan 
or jerry falwell or anita bryant 
or someone like that,
now that would take a little courage.
but it won't be me for two reasons:
(1) i can't find much of a defense 
for the above, and
(2) the people i'd be offending would know 
i was just trying to offend them.

WHAT WE TALK ABOUT WHEN WE TALK ABOUT LITERATURE
she asks me, "what does one say 
about proust?"
i tell her, "one says that the difficulties 
in reading him result from his coming 
at the tail-end of the ciceronian-miltonic 
rhetoric of amplification —  the periodic 
sentence and the homeric simile —  compounded 
by his connections with the symbolist-modernist 
logic of synaesthesia and associational recollection
she says, "if i memorize that 
will it get me a ph.d.?"
"no," i tell her, "but it will sure shut up 
a lot of people at your next cocktail party."

PIGEONHOLED
"you're not a catholic anymore, are you?" 
she asks.

"yes," i say, "i have the indelible sacramental 
marks of baptism, confirmation, and matrimony 
on my soul. in fact, i did the matrimony bit 
three times, but only the first one makes 
the mark."

"still, you don't go to church anymore, do you?
"no," i say, "i don't go to church anymore."
"i know what you are," she exults,
"you're an existentialist!"



"you read that article that said i was."
"yes," she says, "but i would have spotted it 
anyhow."
"okay," i say, "i'm probably closest
to the sartre of 'existentialism is
a humanism' but i think i put more weight
on deterministic factors than he did.
also, he was an atheist, whereas, for all i know,
there may even be a god."
"a god?" she says.
"a god," i say.
"would you then," she nods, "call yourself 
an agnostic quasi-determinist existentialist?"
i need a drink. i need a drink badly, 
and i am going to have to leave the office 
to get one, so i say,
"that's it! you've got it! i'm an 
agnostic quasi-deterministic existentialist!"
she brightens and leaves. i lock up the office. . 
i may be agnostic about a lot of things, 
but i know i have earned a drink.

FIFTY MILLION AMERICANS CAN BE WRONG
bobby mc ferrin is a multi-talented singer.
i even bought my little boy
his wyndham hills recording
of "the elephant's child,"
with narration by jack nicholson.
bobby mc ferrin does all these
incredible animal noises on it.
so why is it that
whenever i hear bobby mc ferrin's 
spectacularly successful and pre-eminently 
lovable rendition of "DON'T WORRY;
BE HAPPY," i want to hit him in the teeth.

—  Gerald Locklin 
Long Beach CA
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THE TRAIN STATION
it was a fine German city 
very clean
and there was a large square 
where the fruit and vegetable 
vendors
set up their stands.
we knew they were there.
we had been told that they were
there
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
but because of drinking and 
dinners with friends 
and later drinking alone 
in our hotel room 
we could never get there 
in the afternoon until a 
little bit past 3 p.m. 
when the vendors were taking 
down their stands 
and sweeping up the 
debris.
"damn it," Linda would say,
"we missed the vendors 
again!"
"perhaps tonight," I would 
say, "we won't drink so much 
and then we'll be able to 
buy something 
from the vendors."
to make it worse
all the cafes that served
lunches
closed at 3 p.m.
to open at 5:00 or 5:30
p.m.
there was nothing to eat, 
nothing to do but sit at 
an outdoor table 
for wine and beer and 
thick, hot pretzels 
and that got us going 
into the drinking again.
we could never get the timing 
right
so that we could see the 
vendors.
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we re-visited that same city 
again
during another trip to 
Europe
staying a week 
as before
but we were never able to
purchase fruit or vegetables
from the vendors
nor did we ever eat lunch
in a cafe
during the day
except for one terrible
cafe
an Italian place 
which didn’t close and 
which served a 
tiny plate of spaghetti 
with a mild and lukewarm 
sauce.
it was still our favorite 
city
but one learns —  
the 2nd time around 
I found out that 
one could buy 
little wrapped sandwiches 
at the train station 
which were much better 
than the spaghetti
so
when we'd missed our fruit and 
vegetable vendors we'd 
go down there
and we'd eat our sandwiches 
and drink beer 
at the little stand-up 
round tables.
I know because there are 
photos of me
standing at my round table 
red-faced and bloated 
with the Germans standing 
at their round tables 
all of us at 
our beer.
somehow I feel proud of these 
photos
I was born in that land
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and I returned there 
looking just like them 
looking more than just like 
them
and when people ask me about 
Europe
which I'm glad they don't do 
too often
I start telling them about 
the train station at 
Mannheim
which they have no way of
understanding.
they are more pleased
when I get drunker
and start talking about
playing the horses
which they also have no way
of understanding.
they are the types who would
always be on time for the
fruit and vegetable vendors
and think train stations
are only places you go
to get on a
train.

GINSBERG?
I am sitting in the clubhouse 
grandstand
$311 ahead going into the 
7th
when this very young man
walks up
stands there
as I am going over the
Form.
"pardon me," he says.
"yes?"
"listen," he says, "I think 
I know you ...."
"no," I say, "you don't."
"don't you know Allen 
Ginsberg?"
"I don't know any 
Ginsberg
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"didn't you give a 
dissertation at this 
nightclub called 
SWEETWATER?"
"I don't know what a
dissertation
is .. . . "
"listen," he says, "I 
know you !"
I stand up and face
him.
"listen, buddy, I'm a 
gardener for some 
rich people, 
that's how I 
make it."
I turn and walk off
down through the rows
of seats
feeling good
just like a gardener
should
out on a gambling night 
after a row with 
his woman.

THEY NEED WHAT THEY 
NEED . . .
out here in Long Beach we have 
one of the largest airplanes 
in the world 
which can't fly 
sitting next to
one of the largest ocean liners
which no longer cruises
and the people stand in long lines
to be able to pay
in order to
examine these useless
monuments.

show them something 
useful and real
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like a Cezanne or a Chagall
and they'll fall
asleep.

—  Charles Bukowski 
San Pedro CA

NEW ON THE EXCHANGE LIST::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Blank Gun Silencer (Dan Nielsen), 1240 William St., Racine 
WI 53402 ($6/3 nos.). J Dusty Dog (John Pierce), P.O. Box 
1103, Zuni NM 87327 ($8/yr.) . jf Moxie/Lumpen (Steve Rich
mond), 137 Hollister Ave., Santa Monica CA 90405 (unpric
ed) . JT Nocturnal Submissions (David Lumsden) , 40 Napier 
St., Fitzroy, Victoria 3065, Australia ($10/2 nos.).
VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Richard M. West's The Girl in the Albergo Borchese, $9 fm. 
Duckabush Press, P.O. Box 2228, Sequim WA 98382. 5 Ron
Koertge's High School Dirty Poems, $7.95 fm. Red Wind Books, 
9012 Burton Way, Beverly Hills CA 90211. 5 William A.
Fahey's Fruit and Vegetable Suite, unpriced fm. Birnham 
Wood Graphics, 14 Center St., Northport NY 11768. y  Jack 
Green's SNAPS, essentially not for sale but try begging 
the author, P.O. Box 03, New York NY 10276-0003. y Bill 
Jones' Holocaust at Mary Smokes, unpriced fm. Hale & Ire- 
monger Pry Ltd. , GPO Box 2552, Sydney, NSW, Australia. IT 
Gerald Locklin's The Return of the Prodigal Father, publ. 
dos-a-dos with Mark Weber's The Days of Wine and Remegel, 
unpriced fm. Zerx Press, 501S Inspiration Dr. SE^ Albuqu- 
erque NM 87108; also fm. same press: Kurt Nimmo's All the 
Trees Are Dead, unpriced. JT Gary Blankenburg's Adven
tures of Mr. Electric, $5 fm. Tropos Press, 2840 StT Paul 
St.. Baltimore MD 21218. y  Judson Crews' Blood Devisable 
By Sand, $4, and Dolores Herrera/Nations and Peoples, $4, 
fm. Buzzard's Roost Press, 1002 La Quinta St., Las Cruces 
NM 88005; also his Symbiosis, unpriced fm. Oyster Publi
cations, c/o Lainie" 723 N. Highland Ave., Arlington Hei
ghts IL 60004. y Fred Voss' Goodstone, $12.95 bargain fm. 
Event Horizon Press, P.O. Box 14645, Long Beach CA 90803. 
y Steve Richmond's 5.0L Poems, $4.95, and Kathleen Rip
ley Leo's The Old Ways, $4.95, fm. Sun Dog Press, 22058 
Cumberland Dr., Northville MI 48167. y Greg Boyd edits 
Unscheduled Departures: The Asylum Anthology of Short 
Fiction^ $7.95 fm. Asylum Arts Publ., P.O. Box 6203, San- 
ta Monica CA 93456 (also request catalog of Boyd's art 
prints; very fine). y Thomas Wiloch's Night Rain, un
priced fm. Runaway Spoon Press, Box 3621^ Port Charlotte 
FL 33949. y w.r. rodriguez's the shoe shine parlor poems 
et al, $6.50 fm. Ghost Pony Press, 2518 Gregory St., Madi- 
son WI 53711. JT To be continued in WR:125, coming soon.
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The edition of this issue has been limited to 700 number
ed copies, the first 70 being signed by Judson Crews.
The copy now in your hand is: 6 4 6

THE PATRONS OF WORMWOOD CURRENTLY ARE:
Allen Berlinski 
Dr. Stuart W. Bloom 
James J. Camp III 
Anonymous: J.C.
Lloyd R. Gág
In Memoriam: 3-Ton Tony Galento
David D. Ginsburg
David Goldstein
R.C. Gross
Tim Jelinek
Anonymous: D.H.L.
Anonymous: G.I.L.
Cathy Lynn

In Memoriam: P.J.M. 
Craig G. Myers 
Terry Persun 
Donald R. Peterson 
Stephen Ramirez 
Anonymous: S.A.R. 
David Rose 
In Memoriam: Ruffian 
Dr. Marvin A. Sackner 
Samuel A. Smith 
David P. Widup 
Sean Williams 
Herb Wrede

NOTICE: One of the causes of the American Revolution was 
the Stamp Act passed by the British in 1765 in order to 
raise revenue. Duties were placed on pamphlets, news
papers, almanacs, circulated advertisements, paper used 
for legal documents, etc. The State of California Legis
lature, not exactly friendly in regard to the printed 
word, has decided to tax all newspapers and magazines 
starting with July 15, 1991. There seems to be absolute
ly no public objection! Therefore, all California sub
scribers must add a 7.75% amount to all of the following 
rates. WORMWOOD subscriptions are $8/4 nos./year to in
dividuals and $10/4 nos./year to all institutions. A 
patron's subscription (when available) is $24 for four 
issues with poet-signed center-sections or chapbooks. Free 
inspection copies are not available because of our very 
limited press run; however, copies may be purchased at $4/ 
copy including first-class postage. Back issues 11, 14- 
23, 25-44, 46-52, 54-58, 60-62, 64-65, 68-70, 72-84, 86- 
91, 93-94, 96-102, 104-105, 108-109, 112-123 are $4/issue 
postpaid.
WORMWOOD mailings are done at no fixed times and a single 
mailing can consist of 1-4 issues. Nevertheless, our 
subscribers are guaranteed to receive 4 numbers a year.
If this seems awkward, thank the U.S. Postal Service since 
it costs the same amount for both 1st and 3rd class for 
small press operations. The press cannot respond to sub
scriber claims when the issues in question have not been 
released for mailing to all subscribers. Please keep us 
informed of changes in address, since the Post Office will 
not forward usually and will only rarely provide the new 
address even when requested. Printed by: Creative Print- 
ing/Printwell Press, 2232 Stewart St., Stockton CA 95205.
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